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Action 3 - Activity 3.1 

Mapping activities’ organization 

 

GENERAL INFO: 

Good practice title: Clean points 

Proposers:       

 

Partner:  

   Public authority                         Public authority and LOD     LOD  

   Other (plase, specify):        

Main activities: 

    Communication campaign on waste reduction 

    Packaging reduction, as 

  Deli counter packaging reduction 

  Sale of products with refills (detergents, razors, batteries, etc.) 

  Sale of products with empty returnable (water, wine), 

  Sale of products with reduced packaging (ecodesign) 

  Use of reusable boxes/pallet 

  Other (please, specify):        

     Sale of bulk or plug  products (please, specify):       

   Sale of green products (reusable nappies, rechargeable batteries etc.), eco label or 

other environmental certifications, 

     Reuse of unsold products (food a non food). In particular: 

  Donation to charities 

  Discounts to consumers for products close to expiry  

  Other (please, specify):       
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     Reuse market 

     Other actions of prevention: reception and temporal storage of certain waste that are 

generated in our houses. 

Start date:       

Activities’ state of art :        ongoing        finished           other (please, specify): 

      

Country, Region and City where activities have been developed: Spagna 

Inhabitants:       

Contacts:       

Useful links: Fonte report wasman: http://www.wasman.eu  

 

DESCRIPTION 

 
1. ACTIVITIES BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

Please, provide a brief description of your activity highlighting the added value of your practice within 

the selected category.  

A “Clean Point” is a municipal plant that it is adequately equipped for the reception and 

temporal storage of certain waste that are generated in our houses. The citizens who 

deposit their waste in these places are collaborating significantly with the improving of the 

environment. 

 

2. ACTORS 

Please, indicate stakeholders and key players that are developing the activity.  

Citizens. 
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3. BENEFICIARIES 

Target groups and final beneficiaries to whom  the initiatives is directed. 

 Citizens. 

 

4. OBJECTIVES 

What are general and specific objectives within the waste reduction policy? (Please, quantify as more 

as possible). 

 To achieve an adequate treatment for each residue and to give priority to the recovery, 

recycling and valorisation than landfill disposal.  

- To separate the residues that should have a special management in order to not pollute 

the environment. 

- To reuse different materials (metallic, plastics, vegetal, papers, glasses, etc.) with the 

consequent saving energy. 

- To involve the citizens in good environmental practices. 

 

5. VOLUNTARY INSTRUMENTS ADOPTED (if it is relevant)  

Indicate whether and what tools - communication, economic, legislative and volunteers - have been 

used to develop the activities (e.g.: Agenda 21, participation tools and methodology, memoranda of 

understanding, certification, environmental management systems).  

      

 

6. PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Describe the project making ways (action / work steps). 

The Clean point contributes to reuse and recycle hazardous waste and other kind of waste. 

When a citizen come to the plant, an employee takes note of the residues and he gives 

instructions about how to deposit them. Once inside, the users go with their car following 

the signs and symbols until the appropriate container. Then, a truck transports the waste to 

the treatment plants in order to reuse, recycle or valorise.  
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7. MONITORING 

Describe the methodological approach adopted for the monitoring of outputs and results. 

       

Have indicators been provided ex ante in order to measure outputs and results? Please, provide an indicators list. 

      

 

8. WASTE REDUCTION RESULTS 

Please, indicate to what reduction of waste degree the project has contributed. 

This service allows to: 

- Save raw materials because residues are recovered in order to be reused. For example each 

ton of recycled paper avoids the consumption of 50.000 L of water. 

- Save the necessary energy to obtain and to transform new raw material. With the saving 

energy of a recycled bottle, a bulb (100W) can be lit during four hours. 

- Protect the environment because the pollution and the raw material extraction will 

decrease. Each ton of recycled paper avoids the logging of 14 trees. 

- Save money because the treatment or the elimination of the residues through other 

systems decreases. 

 

9. COSTS 

What are the activities’ costs? What are the activities’ revenues (if any)?  

      

 

10. FUNDS SOURCES 

Indicate types and amount of available and intercepted funds. 
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SWOT ANALYSIS 

 
PLEASE, FILL IN THE FOLLOWING TABLE: 

STRENGTHS 

-       

-       

-       

 

WEAKNESSES 

-       

-       

-       

 

OPPORTUNITIES 

-       

-       

-       

THREATS 

-       

-       

-       

 

 

 


